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WHAT ' S WRONG WITH THIS CACHET?

Its the wrong size (larger)
and the wrong color (olive),
but if you would like a supply
for personal use, contact Donn
Lueck, 6238 N. 38th Drive,
Phoenix, AZ 85019. He is
willing to part with them in
quantities at cost.
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Gruss aus Summit, N .J ., where your new president sends
greetings from his AHPS "office ."

With a great sense of relief, I can open this first
monthly column with the announcement that Tell has a new ed-
itor . He is Keith Schall of Williamsburg, VA . His timely ap-
pearance has resolved our current crisis.

We all owe deep thanks to Bob Zeigler, our outgoing
president, and Dave Durham, our reelected Eastern Region di-
rector, for stepping in as interim editor and publisher re-
spectively . Dave is continuing in his new capacity.

Of course it was obvious that their monster issue cover-
ing September-December was possible in great part because of
the ability of Felix Ganz to turn out articles, translations,
reviews, news reports and commentary without end.

Donn Lueck, our outgoing Western Regional director, al-
so deserves special thanks for unusual dedication to duties.
In recent years, he has coordinated our extensive contribu-
tions to the successful annual issue that Linn's Stamp News
has devoted to Swiss philately . He was also responsible for
all arrangements for our national convention at ARIPEX in
Phoenix last month.

Your new board of directors is busy reorganizing itself
primarily to take on new projects on behalf of AHPS members.
Proposals include a handbook for beginning Swiss philate-
lists ; A Swiss philatelic bibliography ; a new AHPS recruit-
ing brochure ; more Linn's special issues on Switzerland ; the
next AHPS national convention at FLOREX in the fall of 1982;
more aggressive publicity through news releases ; continuation
of the AHPS slide program ; a translation service ; an exper-
tizing committee ; a series of special cacheted covers related
to Swiss-American places, events and personalities ; new AHPS
chapters and study groups ; a Swiss column in one of the
philatelic publications ; and a "my favorite cover" contest
in Tell.

If you want to head one of these projects, simply assist
or suggest others, please write me at 48 Division Ave .,
Summit, N .J . 07901 . Make a New Year's pledge to do something for
your society .

Harlan Stone



WILLIAM A. (Bill)	 KOLLIKER:

The designer of the AHPS cachet for
the 1931 national meeting at ARIPEX
is, according to an announcement
relating to his one mari show at the
Coronado State Bank in El Faso TX,
from November 10 to December 12 of
the year just past, "one of El Pa-
so's better-known artists ." Arriv-
ing there about 25 years ago as a
visiting artist/tourist, he fell in
love with the town, the people, the
desert, the mountains and Juarez . ..
all. fine subjects for him to paint,
as he says.
In addition to his primarily water color landscape and nature
work, he also is very well known as "Mr .Owl." In fact some of
his delightful drawings of various owls in various positions
are expressions make those wise birds resemble human beings:

Bill has had many one-man shows in the last ten years,
including one at the Department of Interior in WashingtonDC, as
well as in museums in Texas, Mexico and New Mexico . The Mexi-
can government bestowed special honors upon him in 1971 when
he produced a fitting design for a meeting of the presidents
of the United State, and Mexico.

A native of Bern, Switzerland, our member has been a col-
lector of Swiss stamps for quite a number of years . By his
own admission he did NOT miss out (as many others did) on the
recent "Souvenir 3" of the PTT -- obviously because he reads
official communications carefully ; but our member considers
his collecting activities strictly a hobby that must take a
back seat to his many' artistic enterprises and activities.

Bill is a family man, and L. is sad to report that he met
personal sorrow this past year ; but since he subscribes to
a l l artists' credo of "The show mist. go on," his professional
work could not and was not affected.

Anyone interested in knowing more of our artist member ' s
work may contact him at 3312 Hillcrest Drive, El Paso 79902 .
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THE T-PARTY NO, 5

THE CANTONAL STAMPS - AARGAU & APPENZELL

We plan on going through all of the Cantonal revenue
stamps with the idea in mind that a collector of Swiss post-
age and related stamps wants an intelligently assembled re-
presentative collection of revenues to augment his regular
collection . This is the first of the columns on the Cantons
- covering the two "A's".

We can cover Appenzell by . saying "There ain't any".
At least we can say that no Cantonal revenue stamp has
surfaced up to the end of 1980 . There are a few Appenzell mu-
nicipal stamps but we will cover that in a later T-Party.
If you want to be a hero, get into some of the musty court
and bank records in that Canton and find that once-in-a-life-
time adhesive.

As for Aargau, you will find a short entry on the
eighth and ninth pages of Schaufelberger . The large (53 mm x
36mm) "Reclamenstempel" of 1909 is one of the most spectacu-
lar of the Cantonal revenues, showing a cherub blowing two
horns from opposite corners of his mouth . (Of course, Ameri-
can politicians have known this technique for years .) Five
values are listed but watch for three different perforations:
10, 11 and 11-1/2 . These stamps were used for posters and
billboards.

The next stamps listed by Schaufelberger are the
"Gebuhrenmarken" of 1907 and 1913 . These stamps were used
to collect duty . The perfs are wrong in Schaufelberger . The
1907 are perf . 10 and the 1913 are perf . 11-1/2 . You may run
into some that are listed by Schaufelberger for 1936 with a
different shield having the stars arranged in a triangle in-
stead of a vertical column . These are perf . 11-1/2 instead
of the 12 given by Schaufelberger and include two new values
- 15 francs and 25 francs . The latter was discovered after
the catalogue was published and should be written in as stamp
#28 but do not expect to find these laying around - I am
still looking for mine .
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Finally we come to the "Stempelmarken", the general
revenue stamps of which the 1886 are the most commonly seen.
There were only eight different values, but they come in an
infinite number of shades, imperfs, essays in black, proofs
on strips carrying multiple values, and with the "francs"
shown as "Fr ." as well as "Fs ." . You should be able to have
a nice display of these . The 1900 - 1909 issue of the stamp
is a new format but the same size . Schaufelberger says they
are perf . 11-1/2 but I find them to be 11-1/4, later stamps
being perf . 11 . I have a stamp of this latter type cancel-
led in 1946 which is not unusual . I doubt that Aargau still
issues revenue stamps but I confess I have been unable to
ascertain this information authoritatively . Would be inter-
ested if anyone really knows . Trouble is, the documents are
buried in files and will not surface for years.

M . N . Thaler
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ARIPEX '81 IN PHOENIX, JANUARY 16-18, 1981

THIRD A .H .P .S . CONVENTION IS HISTORY

The third national convention o f the American Helvetia Philatelic
Society is now history . By now you should have received your souvenir
cacheted cover from the show with special cancel and all . The special
Helvetia cachet proved to be the most popular at the show . The Anamax
Mining Com pany of Sahuarita, Arizona ordered 25 n of the cacheted covers
from the show. This is the company which owns the land where the now
non-existent town of Helvetia was situated . The land where the town had
been is now vacant and will he com p letely changed by a land develo pment
company . However, like the Phoenix Bird arisin g from the ashes, the name
of Helvetia may not he lost forever in Southern Arizona . The Anamax Mining
Company has plans to o pen a new mine in the area in about 2 years . For
all of you collectors who like to collect cancels of Swiss town names in
the U .S .A . I will keep you informed if the name of Helvetia is used in a
cancel in the future.

The first printing of the special cachet for A .H .P .S . at ARIPEX '81
was done in the wron g size and wron g color . I had to have them re-printed
in the form you all received from the show . As a result, I now have about
2000 of the error envelopes in my den . For members desiring a cacheted
envelope to use on their philatelic mail, you may purchase them from me
for $5 .00 for 200 postpaid to you . I will send an envelope to the editor
with this article so he may illustrate it in the same issue of TELL . The
color of the cachet is an olive green.

There were eleven A .H .P .S . members in attendance . Those signing in at
the Society booth were John Ballard ; Ed Chalfant ; Dale R . Eggen; Felix Ganz;
Peter A . Garuccio ; Joseph Jann ; Donn Lueck ; Howard Riemann ; I . Irving Silverman;
Carl Spitzer and Walter Wittwer . Although most of those A .H .P .S . members
attending the show were from the Western states, some came from Illinois,
New York and New Jersey.

The official findings concerning the Swiss exhibits were as follows:

9 frames of "Introduction and Develo pment of Swiss Federal Postal Rates",
Harlan F . Stone : ARIPEX Gold and AHPS President's Challen ge Award.
Congratulations to Harlan for winning this for the second consecutive
time . One more the next time and the beautiful map is yours forever.

4 frames of "Revenues of Luzern, Switzerland 1802-1925", Donn Lueck:
ARIPEX Silver and AHPS Gold.

2 frames of "The Vaduz Castle", Rudy Schaelchli : ARIPEX Silver ; AHPS
Silver and the Anna Marie Chemi Award for the Best Topical Exhibit .
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3 frames of "A POSTAL HISTORY - 1760-1860 Canton of Basel", Steve P.
Turchik : ARIPEX Silver and AHPS Honorable Mention.

2 frames of "The 'Silk Thread' Issues of Switzerland 1854-1862",
Jan Donker : ARIPEX Silver-Bronze and AHPS Honorable Mention.

2 frames of "Swiss Tete-Beche, Se-Tenant and Interspace Pairs", Robert
T . Clarke : ARIPEX Silver-Bronze.

3 frames of "Revenue Stamps of the City of Neuchatel, Switzerland",
I . Irving Silverman : ARIPEX Silver-Bronze.

3 frames of "The 'Standing Helvetia' Issue of Switzerland, 1882-1908",
Robert G . Ziegler : ARIPEX Silver-Bronze.

1 frame of "Plating Switzerland's Rayon II Issue", Robert T . Clarke:
ARIPEX Bronze.

As you can see this was a very nice selection of material from Switzerland
and Liechtenstein . In all there were 19 ARIPEX Gold, 15 Vermeil, 16 Silver,
12 Silver-Bronze, 5 Bronze and 4 Honorable Mention awards were given out.
The Grand Award of the entire show, an Authentic Hopi Kachina Doll, was given
to a 7-frame exhibit "United States One Cent 1851-1857, The Imperforate Issue"
by Roland H . Cipolla . The Reserve Grand Award, an Authentic Hopi Kachina
Doll, was given to Raul Gandara for his fine showing of "Puerto Rico" which
included pre-stamp items dating from 1821 and many parcel "covers" with
large multiple pieces from the Spanish period of Puerto Rico . Mr . Gandara's
exhibit also received the SPA Willard Thomas Award for the Best Postal History
Exhibit.

A special thank you for all the A .H .P .S . members who attended the show
and helped to man the society booth at ARIPEX . Also sincere felicitations
to all the A .H .P .S . exhibitors for making a good showing of Switzerland and
Liechtenstein material . It was a thrill for me to meet some members for the
first time and to see old ones again . A few A .H .P .S . visitors from outside
the state got an unscheduled tour of the Arizona Biltmore Hotel, a famous
landmark in the area since 1928 . For one member, Walter Wittwer, who had
worked in the hotel business for some 50 years it was a dream come true . He
had always dreamed of seeing the Biltmore Hotel . He got a "behind the scenes"
tour of the kitchen, bakery and other food preparation areas . It was as big
a thrill for me to take you through the Biltmore as it was for you to see it.

When the new A .H .P .S . officers and board decide where to hold the next
national convention I hope to attend . Farewell until the next convention.

AHPS NEEDS YOUR DUES
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS OF SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN : PART 85A

By Felix Ganz, from material furnished by Alfred Golay-Nicole,
Corseaux VD (Switzerland)

SWISS POSTAL FACILITIES ABROAD AND FOREIGN FACILITIES ON
SWISS SOIL ; Segment V.

Mr . Golay, avid reader of TELL, was kind enough to send to us
the latest research concerning dates of opening and closing
of Switzerland's postal facilities abroad ; and since this seg-
ment of the total cancellation article very nicely fits into
the sequence of the just completed "Switzerland Abroad" ser-
ies, it is presented at this time, with special thanks to Mr.
Golay.

The original listing of the dates of opening and closing of
Swiss post offices abroad originally was published in a work
by A. Auberson which now has been updated by Alfred Golay .
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Dining recently at a new French restaurant here in Williamsburg,
I complimented the owner on her wine list which featured some very
good, yet inexpensive bottles--a rarity these days . How was she
able to locate them? "Ah," she replied, "but I am an amateur ."

A bit of humble self-effacement one might think . But in truth
she was telling me that her knowledge and experience was exten-
sive . She is an expert, an amateur in name only . It is in that
sense, too, that we must take the Amateur Collector, Ltd ., of
Highgate, London, which has just published its 1981 Switzerland
Catalogue.
Compact and nicely bound with wire rings, printed in black and

white, it is extremely handy, especially for the collector whose
interests range across the entire spectrum of adhesives and who
reads German laboriously if at all . Its 140 pages cover the is-
sues that all catalogues should : Cantonal, Federal, Airmail, Pro
Patria, Pro Juventute, Officials, Dues, International Offices as
well as Gutter, Se-Tenant, and Tete-Beche pairs . But it also
contains very useful sections on blocks-of-four (both mint and used),
printing quantities, fiscals, hotel and telegraph and railroad
stamps, and philatelic literature.
One of the most useful features, appearing at the very begin-

ning, is a six-page chart of the earliest issues, from Cantonals
to Strubels, listing prices for mint singles, pairs, and blocks,
for used singles, pairs, and blocks, and for singles, pairs, and
blocks on cover . This is a mountain of information, cleverly and
concisely combined, which allows prospective buyers and invet-
erate catalogue readers to make comparisons at a glance instead
of paging back and forth endlessly, looking for information that
other catalogues do not even have.

Prices are in pounds sterling . Currently, the Amateur Collector
offers a 10% discount due to the exchange rate, making the prices
even more attractive.
Along with the catalogues from Zumstein and Auf Der Maur, this

is one of the indispensable catalogues for specialists in Swiss
philately . Priced at £ 5 .35 ($12 .85) by seamail or £ 6.35 ($15 .25)
by airmail, it can be ordered from the Amateur Collector Ltd .,

P.O . Box 242, Highgate, London, England N 6.
Amateur means expert .
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Can a small journal, operating on a shoestring, find happiness
among an enthusiastic readership? Can it survive and prosper
after hibernating for nearly six months?

It will survive and it will appear regularly . That's a promise.
And as I can, I will make small changes in the format . But will
it prosper? I am really looking to the AHPS members for ideas
and suggestions to make the journal as useful and as effective
as possible.

Any ideas out there?

One member I spoke to recently suggested widening the inside
margin so that he can punch holes in it and keep it in a binder.
Another offered that we should clean our typewriter keys . Touche.

We're fortunate to have some very knowledgeable members who,
as the case may be, write occasionally or incessantly . But let
me encourage others to have a go at it . Remember that many readers
are relatively new to the hobby and would appreciate articles
that speak to the basics of the field . It doesn't take years of
specialization and research to produce an article that has
merit. We undoubtedly reach young collectors, kids who need
guidance and want our encouragement . Is there a teacher among
our members who could communicate his interests to young people?

Do any members keep track of . auction results? Would anyone be
interested in jotting down a few of those prices-realized figures
each month to let us know objectively what is happening to the
value of our collections and what we can expect to pay for new
acquisitions? Would someone be willing to write a regular
column so that TELL can be the accurate, timely source of such
information, months ahead of Linn's Trends?

Is there anyone who knows enough about flaws and retouches to
write regularly about them?

Would anyone like to keep monthly or semi-monthly track of U .N.
Geneva?

Can I persuade any of the ARIPEX winners to write an article about
his exhibit?

Does anyone want to begin a letters-to-the-editor section, any-
one burning with an opinion he wants to share with the general
membership . Usual procedures as to length and expletives would
have to apply, of course .
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